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SOA Made SimplePackt Publishing, 2012

	Discover the true meaning behind the buzzword that is 'Service Oriented Architecture'

	
		Get to grips with clear definitions of 'Service' and 'Architecture' to understand the full SOA picture
	
		Read about SOA in simple terms from Oracle ACE Directors for SOA and Middleware in this book and...
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The Big Book of Dashboards: Visualizing Your Data Using Real-World Business ScenariosJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The definitive reference book with real-world solutions you won't find anywhere else


	The Big Book of Dashboards presents a comprehensive reference for those tasked with building or overseeing the development of business dashboards.


	Comprising dozens of examples that address different industries...
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Deploying Virtual Private Networks with Microsoft Windows Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Get in-depth technical guidance, Windows-specific best practices, and  real-world troubleshooting tactics-direct from the Windows wireless product  development team.

This is the essential reference for any IT professional deploying virtual  private networks (VPNs) using Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP. The book  thoroughly details how...
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Java(TM) EE 5 Tutorial, The (3rd Edition) (The Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The Java™ EE 5 Tutorial, Third Edition, is the definitive, task-oriented, example-driven guide to programming server-side applications with Sun Microsystems' new Java(TM) EE 5 platform. Written by members of Sun's Java EE 5 platform team, this book enables new and intermediate Java programmers to build...
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The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A one-stop source of information covering everything you’ll need to know in order to pass the CISSP examination
The CISSP  Prep Guide      

From stolen intellectual proprietary and denial of service attacks to unauthorized use of critical resources and computer viruses, e-business companies face numerous threats each day that can...
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Implementing SOA Using Java EEAddison Wesley, 2010

The Practitioner’s Guide to Implementing SOA with Java EE Technologies

 

This book brings together all the practical insight you need to successfully architect enterprise solutions and implement them using SOA and Java...
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Practical Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform, model, and visualize your data through hands-on projects, developed in open source tools


	Overview

	
		Explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight
	
		Learn to use the D3.js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis
	...
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Living the Brand: How to Transform Every Member of Your Organization Into a Brand ChampionKogan Page, 2007

	A company's workforce is its most valuable asset. It is the employees who translate an organization's strategy into reality, interact with consumers, and determine the corporate brand. This updated edition of Living the Brand demonstrates how a participatory approach can enhance employee commitment, improve service standards, and focus...
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AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide: Specialty ExamSybex, 2018

	The official study guide for the AWS certification specialty exam


	The AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide – Specialty Exam helps to ensure your preparation for the AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty Exam. Expert review of AWS fundamentals align with the exam objectives,...
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Resource Management in Wireless NetworkingSpringer, 2006
This is the first book that provides readers with a deep technical overview of recent advances in resource management for wireless networks at different layers of the protocol stack. The subject is explored in various wireless networks, such as ad hoc wireless networks, 3G/4G cellular, IEEE 802.11, and Bluetooth personal area networks.
...
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CCIE: Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert Study Guide, Second EditionSybex, 2003
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's CCIE Qualification and Lab    Exams. This Study Guide provides:    

	Assessment testing to    focus and direct your studies    
	In-depth coverage of all exam    objectives    
	Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in...
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Excel 2003 Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Easy steps for creating spreadsheets you can really use
    

    Simple steps...    

    ...for great results    

    Use AutoOutline      

	Choose Data Group and Outline AutoOutline. Figure 11-9 illustrates a worksheet with outline...
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